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Skylar Morgan creates a world 
of modern with a small “m” — a 
world that is minimal but warm, 
with a clear respect for natural 
and reclaimed materials. 
Rustic woods and raw edges 
contrast with clean lines and 
simplified stylistic thought, and 
what emerges is hardworking, 
modern furniture that is meant 
to be lived in and loved.
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We believe design is collaborative. Our partnerships with clients 

are intentionally open and thrive on healthy back-and-forths. 

Working with us is part of the experience of owning, using, and 

living with our furniture. We find this creative, communal process 

of working together incredibly rewarding.

Skylar Morgan is a manufacturing partner, a design studio, 

and a collaborative partner tuned to help you choose the right 

design and materials for your space.

Our philosophy? Build what you love, and love what you build.

“BUILD
WHAT YOU

LOVE,
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Arc Stool
Simple and architectural, our Arc collection is a study in tension, 
contrast, and restraint that showcases some of our favorite  
materials. Cleanly elegant but solidly functional, the Arc Stools  
are just as stunning from the back as from the front and the side.

WHITE OAK / WASHED ASH, LEATHER 
SLING, MAHARAM FABRIC, BRASS  
HARDWARE

[CH] 17"W  17.5"D  30.5"H   [SH] 24"H

[BH] 17"W  17.5"D  36.5"H   [SH] 30"H
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Arc Lounge Chair
Our Arc Lounge Chair is designed to blend into its setting and 
space; it's an unassumingly comfortable spot from which to take 
in the scenery. But don’t mistake this piece for a total wallflower. 
Minimal and simple as it might be, it is a delightful delivery method 
for our most-loved materials from walnut to brass, with high-end  
sophistication everywhere you look.

WALNUT, LEATHER SLING, MAHARAM  
FABRIC, BRASS HARDWARE

28.5"W  32"D  30"H
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Arc Lounge Chair with Arms
The launch of our Arc Lounge was a momentous occasion for modern 
sitters. We’ve now added arms to this favorite, giving limbs a place 
to rest, as well as giving humans a slice of solitude and separation 
in space. A tip: You’re going to want it upholstered in a nubbly-soft 
Maharam weave. 

WALNUT, LEATHER SLING, MAHARAM  
FABRIC, BRASS HARDWARE

28.5"W  32"D  30"H
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Arciform Credenza
Inspired by old record player cabinets, patterned wood detail lends a 
vintage feel to Arciform’s otherwise modern design. With sleek leather 
door panels and a steel base that juxtapose the warm wood, this is a 
sideboard that charms in any era. 

BLACKENED ASH / WALNUT, PARCHMENT / 
LEATHER, CUSTOM BRASS HARDWARE,  
POWDER COATED STEEL

84.5"W  20.5"D  28"H
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Arciform Bureau
Meant to stand on its own or live happily paired with the Arciform 
Credenza, the Arciform Bureau plays well in any modern living area 
or bedroom. It’s a bit more petite than typical, but we gave it secret 
stature — drawers that stand tall and go deep to hold living essentials 
or loungewear and tees, whatever the room requires.

WALNUT, LEATHER, CUSTOM BRASS  
HARDWARE, POWDER COATED STEEL

60"W  20"D  30"H
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Arciform Coffee Table
Unassuming but undoubtedly sophisticated in smoked glass and 
Arciform’s patterned wood, the Arciform Coffee Table condenses the 
collection’s credenza into a neat, functional package that works as 
beautifully as a place to set the morning’s cup of coffee as it does  
as a stage for favorite books and artful knick-knacks.

BLACKENED ASH, SMOKED GLASS

34"W  34"D  16"H
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Arciform Sofa
Comfortably stylish from the front and beautifully intricate from 
the back where it’s adorned with the Arciform collection’s signature 
crosshatched wood details, our Arciform Sofa gives loungers leverage 
to settle in deeply upon soft Maharam upholstery surrounded by  
warm Walnut, White Oak, or Ash.

WALNUT, MAHARAM FABRIC

64.5"W  31"D  30"H
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Bide Stool
Built for both efficiency and beauty, a simple, modern stool made  
in a variety of finishes. Designed to be all-around friendly to gaze  
at and plant yourself upon. 

WALNUT / WHITE OAK, POWDER  
COATED STEEL

[CH] 17"W  16"D  24.5"H

[BH] 17"W  16"D  29.5"H
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Cache
Low and lovely, the Cache Nightstand’s stature befits a 
modern boudoir beautifully. With just enough room for a 
stack of bedtime reading on top and a stash of midnight 
snacks within, Cache is a study in contrasts.

BLACKENED ASH / WALNUT,  
WASHED ASH / BLACKENED ASH

22"W  16"D  18"H
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Chabench
Long and lean seating that makes for a lovely, functional 
sculpture (and a playful place to sit). 

WASHED ASH, LEATHER SEAT PAD,  
POWDER COATED STEEL 

84"L  22"D  31"H   [SH] 18"H
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Heron Stool
Powder-coated steel meets brass details and a solid wood top 
featuring a refined leather seat pad. Simple but substantial,  
we think, makes the strongest statement.

WASHED ASH / WALNUT, LEATHER SEAT 
PAD, POWDER COATED STEEL, BRASS 
HARDWARE

[CH] 15"D  24.5"H  

[BH] 15"D  30"H  
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Hillock
The half-moon dowel may be simple and unassuming, but when set on 
repeat at just the right scale, the eye falls more than a little in love. Our 
Tambour Collection uses this simple shape around its exterior to lovely 
effect. Available in an armoire that started life as a credenza that grew 
(in height, and also in our hearts), and outfitted with a contrasting 
maple interior and a clothes hanging rod for ample storage.

SINKER CYPRESS, LEATHER SHELF 

42.5"W  24.25"D  72"H
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Hillock Console
Our Hillock collection’s half-moon dowels are striking in any 
form, but configured at console height, they front some very 
special storage for cups, serving dishes, or books. 

WASHED ASH, TRAVERTINE

60"W  18"D  32"H
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Mass
Our love of re-use and reclaimed materials is no more evident than in 
the Mass side table. This sofa-side piece is a consummate chameleon. 
Made of reclaimed oak beams cracked and checked but squared into 
sophistication, it’s blocky and primitive but utterly different from each 
angle. Twist and turn as you will to show off your choice of “best side.”

WHITE OAK

18"W  18"D  25"H
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Twirl Bar Table
A modern pedestal propped up by 19th century style with 
reverse knife-edge detail. Ready to receive a whole mess of 
stools and cocktails at every angle.

BLACKENED ASH, BRUSHED BRASS

36"D  42"H
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Twirl Side Table
The pedestal table is a classic, but our version, the Twirl  
Side Table, cleans up the traditional model’s sometimes 
fussy lines into an iconic form that’s at once sophisticated 
and simply friendly. 

WALNUT / WASHED ASH / BLACKENED ASH, 
POWDER COATED STEEL, BLACKENED  
BRUSHED BRASS 

[SMALL] 14"D  18"H

[LARGE] 20"D  24"H 
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BLACKENED ASH WASHED ASH

TRAVERTINE SOAPSTONE LIMESTONE

OILED WALNUTFLAT WALNUTFLAT WHITE OAK SINKER CYPRESS

PURE WHITE 
POWDER COATING

BLACKENED 
BRUSHED BRASS

BRUSHED BRASS MATTE BLACK 
POWDER COATING

WOOD FINISHES

METAL FINISHES

STONE FINISHES

CUSTOM SIZES AND FINISHES AVAILABLE







Skylar Morgan Furniture
1116 Logan Circle   Atlanta GA 30318
Telephone / 404-565-0537
info@skylarmorganfurniture.com


